Virginia Li: Helping Communities to Blossom

The seeds of a public health career were sown during a childhood in wartime China, where she now returns regularly to consult. Her new book tells the compelling story.

Forecasting Public Health Trends for California

Model for projecting population health status trends under different scenarios would better inform the policy-making process.
As CAM’s popularity continues to rise, researchers examine the efficacy of the therapies and the reasons patients are turning to solutions outside the doctor’s office.

Tackling Tough Questions on Pharmaceuticals

Solving environmental threats to health has never been more complex—or more important. The new CEQH is poised to meet the challenge.

ON THE COVER
The growing popularity of complementary and alternative medicine in this country has led to unprecedented efforts to learn about the reasons people choose CAM and the effectiveness of the therapies themselves. Cover photograph by Martha Widmann. Images sourced from 2003 © Getty Images.
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As the population ages and chronic illness increases, demand for prescription drugs soars. Who will pay for them?
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Cancer screening disparities, practice structure and physician performance...gaps in children’s health and access...willfulness to sell handguns illegally...driving risks for teens...quality indicators for county programs.
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Tackling Tough Questions on Pharmaceuticals

As the population ages and chronic illness increases, demand for prescription drugs soars. Who will pay for them?